PRINNIE AND MAHALIA ‘COME TOGETHER’ AT THE
PALMS AT CROWN
Melbourne, Australia, 9 October 2012. Revered performers Prinnie Stevens and Mahalia
Barnes, who shot to fame on the hit music show The Voice, will channel their nail-biting, emotional
battles from the program when they perform at The Palms at Crown in November.
Fresh from recording their brand new duet album, Come Together, the two divas will once again be
taking the stage together to deliver a dazzling, powerful performance encompassing songs from
their new album as well as much loved soul and dance tracks that span generations.
Joining the girls on stage will be Mahalia’s gigging outfit, The Soul Mates, supersized to include a
three piece horn section and backing vocalists. The Soul Mates have played hundreds of gigs
together with members who have performed with the likes of Cold Chisel, Diesel, Renee Geyer, The
Whitlams, Phrase and Silverchair.
Prinnie and Mahalia thrive on stage and share electric chemistry when performing. Both have a wide
circle of musical friends and family, so expect to see a few surprise guests joining them on stage for
some impromptu appearances. Their all ages show at The Palms will be a unique, high energy
experience not to be missed.
“The best part for me is being on stage. I love the energy I get from a live audience and from the
band. They push me to sing better, work harder, it’s so exciting.” – Mahalia Barnes
“I’m loving being able to share the stage with friends and explore the soulful side of my voice! So
excited to start the tour!” – Prinnie Stevens.
For more information on Prinnie and Mahalia’s performance at The Palms, visit
www.crownmelbourne.com.au/the-palms-at-crown.
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